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Hi, I am Keith

• Information Architect, User Experience, 
ibm.com

• Consultant, Argus Associates
• CHI-WEB, CHI, etc.
• Usable Web
• Toledo, Ohio
• BGSU CS grad (88)
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An Open Discussion, not a Presentation

• Tonight’s topic – Web Navigation
• I’ll get the ball rolling with my stress test and 

a framework
• Everyone in this room is qualified to contribute 

their own views and their findings
• If you learn more from the other folks in the 

room than from me, I still call that a success

Web Navigation

• Oh, what is navigation?
• Central metaphor for the web
• If they cannot find it, they cannot buy it
• Conventions forming, but…
• …It depends
• Future: Will navigation be less or more 

important?
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Navigation Stress Test

• “Randomly” selected (deeper) pages
• Printed out for lower fidelity, no peeking
• Where am I?
• What is here?
• Where can I go?

The Art & Science of Web Design, Jeffrey Veen
Steve Krug’s trunk test in Don’t Make Me Think
Information Architecture for the WWW – 2nd Edition

Standard Inspection Method Disclaimers

• It depends: users, tasks, site goals, content, 
competition, technology, resources, …

• Best: Testing with representative users trying 
realistic tasks

• At least: Inspection guides user research
• Still, useful to “get anal” about it when 

designing, even if not important in your 
situation (IMHO)
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Navigation Question Mark Up on the Paper

What is this page about? Draw a rectangle around the title of the page or write it on 
the paper yourself

What site is this? Circle the site name, or write it on the paper yourself

What are the major sections of this 
site?

Label with X

What major section is this page in? Draw a triangle around the X

What is “up” 1 level from here? Label with U

How do I get to the home page of this 
site?

Label with H

How do I get to the top of this section 
of the site?

Label with T

What does each group of links 
represent?

Circle the major groups of links and label:
• D: More details, sub-pages of this one
• N: Nearby pages, within same section as this page
• S: Pages on same site, but not as near
• O: Off-site pages

How might you get to this page from 
the site home page?

Write the set of selections as:
Choice 1 > Choice 2 > …

OK, Let’s do the Test

• Review the questions & why each might 
matter

• Do hockey page as a group
• Pick one of the other samples, mark it 

up on your own
• Go over some as a group quickly
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Navigation Question Mark Up on the Paper 

What is this page about? Draw a rectangle around the title of the 
page or write it on the paper yourself 

What site is this? Circle the site name, or write it on the 
paper yourself 

What are the major 
sections of this site? 

Label with X 

What major section is this 
page in? 

Draw a triangle around the X 

What is “up” 1 level from 
here? 

Label with U 

How do I get to the home 
page of this site? 

Label with H 

How do I get to the top of 
this section of the site? 

Label with T 

What does each group of 
links represent? 

Circle the major groups of links and label: 

• D: More details, sub-pages of this 
one 

• N: Nearby pages, within same 
section as this page 

• S: Pages on same site, but not as 
near 

• O: Off-site pages 

How might you get to this 
page from the site home 
page? 

Write the set of selections as: 

 Choice 1 > Choice 2 > … 

Connect the visual elements on the page 
that tell you this. 
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BGSU Athletics > Men’s Ice Hockey > News > Hockey Advances …

Navigation Framework
(see also Chapter 7 of PB2)

Global

Local
Content

Local & 
Contextual

Contextual

Global

Breadcrumb
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Global Navigation

• Site identification, branding
• Major sections
• Utilities
• Almost every page
• Can (should?) change for sub-sites
• Where-am-I indicators

Local Navigation

• Specific to this section of the site
• Varies from section to section, but 

consistent (hopefully)
• Parental, sibling, child relationships
• Where-am-I indicators
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Global on the Left
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Global on the Left

Microsoft.com
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Microsoft.com

Microsoft.com
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Microsoft.com

U-C-Lotsa-Alternate Navigation
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Last Year’s Amazon.com

Today’s Amazon.com – Kids’ Tabs
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Questions: Global and Local Navigation

• Global: TLBR?
• When to use tabs for global navigation?
• When is it best to abandon the global nav?
• How does global change for sub-sites?
• Local: TLBR?
• How to make sure users do not confuse them?
• Right level of integration between them?
• Where-am-I indicators: useful?

Question from Kathy Roach

Is web navigation positioning (side-left menu) so entrenched 
now that user expectation of its location has, in and of itself,
BECOME the usability standard?

And, is defying that standard for the sake of ergonomics 
(read: right-side nav being more sensibly positioned for 
mouse-driven tasking) or for the sake of simplifying or 
clarifying overall site organization (read: top menu model 
[sans overcopied Amazon.com file tabs metaphor] used to 
avoid content clutter or confusion) now considered to be a 
liability to site usability because it might not be what the user 
expects?
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Contextual Navigation

• Specific to this page
• Cuts across hierarchy (local navigation 

covers the stuff in the same bucket)
• Hand-crafted and/or automated
• Embedded in the content and/or given 

its own space on the screen

Contextual Link Examples
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Contextual Link Examples

Comparison vs. Coordinating Shopping
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Comparison vs. Coordinating Shopping

ibm.com Right Column & Related links
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Questions: Local and Contextual Navigation

• Do users care about differences in local and 
contextual navigation? Can they tell the 
difference? Does it matter?

• Should all contextual navigation be embedded 
within the main content, or should it have its 
own space?

• How much contextual navigation is worth 
doing by hand? How useful are the automated 
recommendations?

• Which is better: comparison shopping (local) 
or coordination shopping (contextual)? When?

Warning! More than you ever wanted to hear about 
breadcrumbs

• Those faint of heart may want to leave 
now….
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About Breadcrumbs in General

• Use these definitions and examples to talk 
more intelligently about breadcrumbs

• Element (links) and Separators (characters)

• First Element > Second Element > Third 
Element > Last Element

• Last element (optional): Unlinked, title of the 
page

About the 3 Types of Breadcrumbs

The term “breadcrumb” is used for several 
different concepts – causing confusion during 
design discussions

• Location Breadcrumb – “You are here”, static
• Path Breadcrumb – how you got here, 

dynamic
• Attribute Breadcrumb – meta-information

(When you go home, start using these terms!)
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I still am not sure breadcrumbs are a good idea

• There still are a lot of questions we need 
answers to re: breadcrumbs (like, are they 
even useful?)

• These definitions do not provide any answers, 
only more questions

• Ask these questions before using breadcrumbs 
on your site

• Just because we now have these definitions, it 
does not mean you have to include 
breadcrumbs in your designs

Other Terms

• ibm.com – Navigation trail (location)
• Depth maps (location) and breadcrumbs 

(path)
• Others?
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Definition of Location Breadcrumbs

• The single location of this page within 
the site’s hierarchy

• Hard coded – best choice for static sites
• Tells users “you are here” - not how 

they got here
• Gives them a way to go “up” to higher 

sections of the site

Yahoo Directory: Everyone’s first exposure to 
breadcrumbs?
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Yahoo Directory: @ means Transport

Yahoo! uses the @ for a transport link 
– it does not go deeper in the site 
hierarchy (local) but instead leads to a 
completely new breadcrumb 
(contextual)

Common Location Examples
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Common Location Examples

Common Location Examples
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Uncommon Location Examples

Uncommon Location Examples
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Uncommon Location Examples

Old BBC Breadcrumbs

• The old BBC vertical breadcrumbs 
were NOT useful to people
– Inconsistently created and named 

because they were manually 
entered

– Located in a blindspot on the 
page

• Biggest result from testing was that 
horizontal breadcrumbs were 
“something all websites have, but I 
do not really pay attention to”.
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What syntax / layouts are “standard”?

Arrows

Vertical bars

Colons

Right side, >, under
Global navigation

Top left, arrows

Home | Birthday | Family Birthday | For Wife

? ??

When do users not “get” breadcrumbs?
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Definition of Path Breadcrumbs

• Like the Hansel-and-Gretel metaphor –
how you got to the current page

• Same result via different paths = 
different breadcrumbs

• Possible with dynamic sites that retain 
some aspect of the user’s state

Epicurious: Faceted browsing

• Main ingredient = Mushrooms
• Cuisine = Asian
• Course/dish = Soup
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Epicurious: 6 breadcrumbs for the same end result

Rashmi Sinha comment

• Epicurious breadcrumbs were not 
confusing in a usability study we did as 
part of Flamenco

• See 
http://bailando.sims.berkeley.edu/flame
nco.html
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3 ways to Marvin Gaye

Search vs. Browse Paths
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Are we allowed to do this?

• Who is responsible for the user’s path: 
the browser or the site?

Are we allowed to do this?
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Path vs. Location Breadcrumbs

• When are path vs. location breadcrumbs 
appropriate?

• Does it depend on the information 
architecture of the site (e.g., hierarchy 
vs. database), user’s goals, type of user, 
type of site, …?

What if a page lives in more than 1 place?

• What if a page could live in more than one place and 
you can’t choose a “buddha place” – all are equally 
valid. Example, Service A lives in 3 places and you do 
not want to pick 1 as the default location:

• Consulting > Services > Implementation > Service A
• Consulting > Services > Optimization > Service A
• Consulting > Services > Upgrade > Service A
• Should you cut off the breadcrumb at a higher level, 

like “Consulting > Services”?
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My answer

• In this case, do not use LOCATION 
breadcrumbs – use Path or Attribute instead

• This is exactly why we need more detailed 
definitions for breadcrumbs

• And, no, do not cut off your breadcrumbs at a 
higher level – it makes them useless

Should a step-by-step indicator look like a 
breadcrumb?
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Definition of Attribute Breadcrumbs

• Breadcrumb does not represent the whole 
page, but attributes of it

• Meta-information presented in a breadcrumb-
like manner (instead of as a “flat” keyword)

• Tend to be at the bottom or on the side of the 
page, or near the object they are describing

• Common in e-commerce sites where each 
product has a large set of attributes

• Could be either path or location breadcrumbs

Google results tell you where each link exists within 
the ODP

The video game company

The video game

The TV show
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More Google Results

The movie

Trading cards

The (British)  comedy troupe

Amazon: 5 attribute breadcrumbs for a toy
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How useful are these sets of attribute breadcrumbs 
from Amazon?

Attributes

• Style = General Children’s 
Music, Progressive Rock

• Price = Bargain, $7-10

When are simple keywords better than attribute 
breadcrumbs?
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Link for each element?

• Should each element be a link in 
attribute breadcrumbs, or should it all be 
one link?

• Do users really need to be able to jump 
to any part of the path?

Breadcrumb Summary

• I warned you it was too much!
• Use these definitions in design 

discussions – saves hours of headaches
• But do not automatically assume that 

you should now add them to your sites
• Share your in/formal findings with me
• Anybody else want to do a thesis on 

breadcrumbs?
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More possible Web navigation discussions…

• Value of rollovers
• Bullet lists vs. pop-up menus
• Text vs. graphics
• Navigation vs. content
• Technology: HTML vs. Flash vs. DHTML
• Information vs. applications
• We could be here all night…

Late addition from Rob Aseron (Hotmail)

I'm lead program manager for Hotmail UI & Usability. 

One of the questions that comes up whenever I tell a design 
person what I do is Hotmail's high level navigation (the tabs and 
other items on the same row). The argument usually goes that 
it's not conceptually clear because if 'Inbox' is a core conceptual 
space, then maybe Contacts is too, but Compose certainly isn't 
(or at least not at the same 'level'). Conceptually Compose 
belongs 'below' Inbox in the mail experience. …

My explanation is that by and large frequency rules the day over
conceptual clarity. 

Does a lack of conceptual clarity matter if users quickly get to
their important tasks and get them done? Over the past several 
years we've had all manner of 'conceptually clearer' designs. 
None of them sold us enough to go away from what we have.
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Thanks for your participation!

• If you become aware of research 
addressing the many questions we 
discussed, drop me a line.

• keith@instone.org




